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Well, it’s just the same old, same old, business as usual in America.  The Fed creates money
out of thin air, uses it to keep the economy from teetering over the edge of destruction as
ludicrous salaries and bonuses are collected by Wall Street Illuminists and as US consumers
are deceptively informed that we have green shoots sprouting up and that recovery is just
around the corner.  So go out and borrow, borrow, borrow, and spend, spend, spend, so US
Illuminist  transnational  conglomerates  can  continue  to  generate  their  off-shore,  untaxed
profits  to  pay  Illuminist  salaries  and  bonuses  for  their  henchmen  in  Corporate  America.
 Then you have the  President’s  Working  Group on  Financial  Markets  (aka  the  Plunge
Protection Team, aka the PPT for short), rigging markets around the world 24/7 with the
money created out of thin air by the Fed via the repo pool.

            Meanwhile, the Illuminist banks that have borrowed money created out of thin air
from the Fed through its myriad of borrowing facilities at little or no interest use some of
their money to join the speculation party with all  the inside information that has been
provided to them courtesy of the PPT as the public gets taken to the cleaners because that
don’t  have any illegal,  front-running algorithms designed by their  government like the
players on Wall Street, who have few if any losing days in their proprietary trading offices.
 And lest we forget that whatever money is not used by the Illuminist banks that they have
borrowed from the Fed at near zero interest to speculate with is parked with the Fed at 2.5%
risk-free, a gift  of the US taxpayer because we just love to get hosed by our criminal
syndicates aka “too-big-to-fail” Illuminist banks.  And never mind the fact that there are no
longer enough idiots left in the world to buy our Treasury paper anymore, because, well, if
you don’t have enough buyers, then you just make them up out of thin air, like our Federal
Reserve Notes.   

            But  first,  we  ignore  things  like  monthly  hundred  billion  plus  mathematical
discrepancies between the amount of the government’s deficits and the amount of treasury
bonds being sold.  Then we give the proceeds from the bogus excess treasury sales to
foreign countries, foreign central banks and sovereign wealth funds as well  as Cayman
Island hedge funds so they can do what with it?  Why, so they can buy US treasury paper
and agency paper, among other things.  Yep, we set up the straw men, fund them with
counterfeit money illegally created out of thin air beyond what is needed to fund the ever-
increasing deficit being created by the drunken sailors running the US government, and we
then  magically  create  categories  of  new  mega-buyers  in  our  financial  reports  to  show
everyone how our treasury paper is just as “beloved” as in the old days.  Why, even the
totally bankrupt UK has magically created $180 billion for the express purpose of buying up
those  treasuries  to  keep  the  whole  rip-off  party  going.   We’ll  let  our  subscribers  decide
where the totally bankrupt UK came up with that amount of money for US treasury paper of
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all things.  Ah, life in the US of A.  You just can’t make stuff like this up!

            Well, as we predicted, the Fed has been talking about suspending the payment of
interest on bank reserves parked at the Fed to force banks to lend.  Remember, these
reserves were lent by the Fed to its member Illuminist banks at near zero interest rates
ostensibly to keep them afloat, but also to help fund speculative investments based on no-
lose inside information from the PPT, among numerous other reasons.  These reserves now
constitute over a trillion dollars and can be run through a fractional reserve banking system
at anywhere from ten to one, up to forty to one, leverage. Hence, even using the traditional
ten to one fractional banking leverage, you would only need $500 billion to produce the
necessary 5 trillion of counterfeit money, that would be generated out of thin air through the
banking  system,  to  keep  the  country  afloat  through  the  next  Presidential  election.   This
massive reserve was planned in advance to keep the system going so they could milk it a
while longer through the end of Obama’s term of office after they blood-sucked the public
for  all  the bailout money that the US taxpayers could tolerate without revolting.   The
remainder of this massive reserve will be used to buy the assets of failed banks and non-
bank  financial  companies  for  pennies  on  the  dollar,  as  the  Fed,  now  with  a  financial
monopoly  over  the  entire  financial  system,  complete  with  their  own  information-collecting
Gestapo, destroys all the small fry in the next round of competition elimination which will
make the bank failures so far look like a trifling matter.  They will get the goods on all the
small fry, force them into liquidation, and then let the big Illuminist legacy banks pick them
over like a group of vultures.  And if any of the small fry owe big money to any Illuminist
legacy banks, they will be overvalued by the FDIC, and the US Treasury, via the Fed, will pay
the Illuminist claimants based on the so-called “fair value,” which in that case will be bogus
mark-to-fantasy asset values, and then taxpayers will get taken to the cleaners when the
overvalued assets are sold for their much smaller real value later on.  That’s right, its heads
we win, tails you lose, the continual mantra of the Illuminati.

            The manipulations of markets by the PPT around the world are now so blatant that
only a total dolt could not see it.  Witness the takedown of the gold and silver prices by JP
Morgan Chase, Goldman Sachs, HSBC and/or Deutsche Bank just like clockwork every option
expiration day.  And heaven forbid that gold should exceed $1,200 per ounce, or silver
$18.50 per ounce, lest the entire universe come to an end.  Well, we have some news for
the Illuminati.  The universe of the would-be lords of the universe is going to come to an
end, and much sooner than they think.  They are well on their way to losing control of world
financial systems.

            We have to wonder when the class action lawsuits will kick in to get some justice for
people burned by these arrogant manipulations against long side gold and silver option
holders  that  have  occurred  month  after  month,  ad  infinitum  while  regulators  continue  to
look  the  other  way,  as  instructed.   Will  these  suits  end  up  stifled  and  whitewashed  like
recent  SEC  suits  against  Illuminist  firms  like  Goldman  Sachs,  Citigroup  and  Berkshire
Hathaway,  with  fines  that  are  a  dinky  percentage  of  the  losses  they  have  caused,  or  the
money they have absconded with, with no jail time, ever? We wonder what must be going
on in the minds of attorneys who are handling theses cases.  We wonder if they know what
they are up against.  They probably do know, and shudder at the thought of trying to pursue
these  cases  aggressively.   Bad  things  can  happen  to  those  who  oppose  the  Eastern
Establishment, another name for the US branch of the Illuminati.  They just shut up and do
as they are told, or else.  Instead of digging into their investigations, they occupy their time
by watching porn.  We suppose that burying your head in the sand is preferable to losing
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your  job since finding an honest  job is  no longer  possible  with  almost  one in  four  working
adults now out of work.
            While wanton criminality pervades US commodity markets, the CFTC stands idly by
telling us that they will be considering position limits for gold, and especially for silver,
without saying anything about the potential for exemptions from these limits. Any such
exemptions imposed would only operate against the long side because the commercial
short side, backed by our US Treasury Department and the Fed, will of course get whatever
exemptions they want.  And if the new financial reform law (so-called) does not happen to
authorize  the  implementation  of  such  exemptions,  we’re  sure  the  CFTC  will  find  a  way  to
implement them anyway under some sort of regulatory power granted in the thousands of
pages of legislation that no one has fully read yet.  No one has talked about this exemption
issue,  which seems to  have been conveniently  avoided in  most  of  the recent  articles
concerning this subject.   Another subject they avoid is how they intend to unwind the
ludicrously concentrated positions. Rest assured that it will be done very gradually, so you
can expect a gradual price increase when this occurs, if  ever.  A sudden moon-shot is
possible, but not probable.
            Yellow fever stock market hits are likely on the way, so be prepared with your un-
leveraged, long-term, in-the-money stock market short positions to protect your long metals
positions if you’re a professional trader, and everyone else should go long and stay long.
 Professionals, do not use short-term puts, or you can expect some big-time short-covering
events each expiration day to shake you loose before they orchestrate their yellow fever hit.
 Any leverage is deadly.  Consider yourself warned. Avoid all paper gold and silver, and take
delivery of physical metals only.  Virtually all paper gold and silver assets are scams at this
point with few exceptions.   You can ignore all the elitist tripe about gold, because long
term, gold is going one way, and one way only — up, up and away!  Quantitative Easing,
Round Two (aka QE2), here we come!

            There may be a quick yellow fever hit in the near future, followed by a miraculous
pre-election  recovery  rally  to  establish  a  new  shot-term  high  for  stocks  to  benefit  the
Jackasses in November.  The purpose of such a hit, if it occurs, would be for the sole purpose
of disrupting the precious metals markets during the beginning of their usual fall rally while
simultaneously providing support for the dollar as idiots rush for treasuries in a panic.  US
Treasuries,  however,  are now losing their  battle  with gold for  the status of  being the
ultimate safe-haven.  Oil  may also suffer to gain the “euro effect” in support of the dollar,
since rich oil sheiks, who prefer to shop in Europe, have fewer dollars to spend when oil goes
down, and thus fewer euros are purchased with those oil dollars.  The dollar could have a
brief rally to 84, as nothing goes straight down, before once again testing 74, which it will do
in the not-to-distant future.
            We also believe that a large stock market correction might be used in order to
provide the excuse for the implementation of QE2.  Could the excuse for such a large
correction be a false-flag event or the outbreak of a major war?  We’ll see.  While timing is
always  difficult  to  tell,  rest  assured  that  if  it  does  happen,  it  most  likely  will  occur  after
elections at a time when gold and silver are in a major rally, as always. You have now
already witnessed the PPT “puff the fluff” into  the stock market  over  the past  five weeks,
adding 1000 points to the Dow, taking it from about 9,600 to 10,600 as word about QE2
spreads on the QT through the ranks of the elitists via the PPT. They are now telling the
public that it’s safe to get back into the water, using the bogus rally like a carrot stick,
knowing full well there will be a takedown later.  After using their illegal insider trading tips
to  get  in  early  on  the  current  rally  for  fun  and  profits  via  their  unregulated  dark  pools  of
liquidity to keep their moves hidden from regulators (who would do nothing in any case),
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they will then make a mint on the shorts they have placed in the dark pools like the OTC as
the takedown occurs and as the public piles in like suckers ripe for the picking.  Thus, the
initiated will sell into the strength provided by the uninitiated, as always, and the regulators
will be out of the picture since they have no control over dark pools.  Once again, it’s heads
we win, tails you lose.  We get the gold mine, you get the shaft.

            Once QE2’s implementation becomes common knowledge, gold and silver are going
to enter into another dimension, a much larger dimension, if you get our drift.
            Note how everything would tie nicely together.  You get a major war, or false-flag
event, or both, either before or after elections.  The stock market takes a hit, temporarily
disrupting precious metals markets, which will quickly recover as everyone turns to gold in a
war/false-flag situation.   During this  disruption,  the elitists  will  then attempt to cover their
precious metals shorts, and go long for the first time in decades. Oil will promptly skyrocket,
sending the stock markets into a huge funk.  Our non-citizen President will then become a
war-time President, to increase his chances for re-election.  QE2 will then be used to both
fund the war and to help stock markets recover from their large initial decline, as oil prices
are brought back under control by Big Oil using our military as cannon-fodder, making the
Jackasses look good for the next Presidential election as they become war-time incumbents,
with the focus off the economy and onto the battlefield.  Also, since the war will then be two
years in its duration, it will be used as a scapegoat for the ultimate takedown of the world
economic system that the elitists have planned in order to implement world government.
 Obviously, you cannot just start a war and then turn around immediately and blame the
world’s financial problems on that war.  The war has to first be appropriately “aged.”  And if
“The Joker” somehow gets reelected as a result, you can expect all hell to break loose as the
war seemingly spirals out of control, and world financial systems are intentionally collapsed
to implement world government.  The impact of the war will be blamed for all the ensuing
woes, martial law may even be implemented as a result, and our peerless Islamo-fascist
leader’s epithet, “The Joker,” will seem most appropriate.

            And think of  all  the volatility that all  these events would bring to world financial
markets, and the fabulous wealth that could be accumulated by anyone having insider
information on when these events would be orchestrated to occur.  However, as for the
those of you who have not been anointed by the New World Order, only those who own gold,
silver and their related assets will survive.
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